
Benefits of the Advanced design

175ºC operation
Designed to operate
continuously at high
temperature without
incident. No position
sensors on board to
fail.

Double Seal to prevent
invasion from downhole
fluids or leakage of oil
from inside tool. Easy
install for the technician

Low power consumption
enables the operator to
stay in the hole longer,
more economically. Uses 
less than 10mA operating
current, with a sleep mode
that uses under 1mA

Drill-Tek’s Advanced ArrowTip pulser driver can power
through lost circulation material (LCM) efficiently without
quitting. Highly efficient electronics allow high temperature
operation for almost twice as long as competitive pulsers.
Quick rebuild times and self adjusting movement allow
tools to remain in the field.

Drill-Tek’s ArrowTip 175ºC Pulser 
is engineered, tested and field proven to handle the
harsh drilling conditions of temperature, shock and
vibration. Offering a long interval between servicing,
quick and cost effective rebuilds, high MTBF it will 
keep your tools in the ground drilling. A positive pulse
driver that delivers results without failure prone 
position sensing or complicated setup.   
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Drill-Tek MWD is a leading provider of advanced measurement
while drilling (MWD) equipment. With field proven equipment,
experienced field and technical trainers we provide support
and equipment to the upstream drilling industry. Our Products
are engineered, developed and operated to be used in the
harshest drilling environments.   

175ºC Operation (180ºC survival)
Low service cost
2 hour rebuild time
High MTBF 2500+ hrs
400-500 between servicing
Built in advanced flow switch
to prevent false triggering

Specifications

Physical

Electrical

Environmental

Length: 161cm
Diameter: 47.625mm
Type: Positive Pulse
Drive type: High temp linear
Compatible with GE Tensor MWD Systems

Operating Voltage: 18-35 VDC
Operating Current (motor off): <10mA
Sleep Current: <1mA
Flow switch: advanced w/ digital output
Drive type: DC motor, sensorless

Max operating Temp: 175ºC
Max survival temp (powered): 180ºC
Max storage temp 200ºC
Max vibration: 30 G RMS 20-2000Hz 2Σ
Max shock: 250G .5 sine 1mS


